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INTRODUCTION

The Songs of Soul and Soil, the maiden collection of poems,
penned by Dr. Subhash Rupchand Patil, stands out distinctly in its
identity amongst the literary corpus of Indian poems written in
English. Globally acclaimed and widely recognised, the collection
of poems has brought glories to its author, Dr. Patil. He has continued
to receive appreciation and acknowledgement for his unique writing
style, which manifests in the Songs through the beautiful blending
of the local and the global, the traditional and the post-modern, the
man against the society and many more aspects closely related to
human life. In its acknowledgement of the creative genius of
Dr. Patil’s style of writing poetry, the University of South America
has honoured the reverend poet with an honorary degree of D.Litt.

The title of the collection justifies the kind, nature and variety
of poems, woven together as Songs. These songs represent the soul
and soil of Indian life, its people, their culture, mannerisms,
ideologies, different communities and most significantly, their
responses and attitudes to the changing world and environment
around them. The book has been written over a period of few months
in the year 2012. Dr. S.R. Patil, the author, has been a Principal of
a degree college in the rural region of Mhasadi Taluka in the state of
Maharashtra. He teaches the subject of English Literature in the
college.

I was introduced to Dr. Patil at the time of one of my interviews
in his former college at Dharangaon. Though he had been the former
Head of the Department of English there, he offered me some
insightful tips for the interview. I was astonished at his impeccable
usage of literary expressions and vocabulary of English language.
It should not have been surprising for me or anyone else to expect
this from a teacher of English literature but what caught my attention
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was the fact that despite hailing from a rural background, having
spent all his life in village region and teaching the students, who
suffer the learnings of a foreign language such as English, here was
one teacher, who had learnt and imbibed all the nuisances of the
English language, that only a well-read and well-versed teacher of a
convent school or metropolitan college would be familiar with.

It so happened that while I was house-ridden, post my
pregnancy period, the thought of pursuing Ph.D. struck me and the
journey of finalising the thesis topic and finding a suitable guide for
the project began. Coincidentally, it was learnt that my in-laws’ house
was in the neighbourhood vicinity of Dr. Patil’s residence.
I approached him and he was more than happy to receive the
proposal. The project took five long years to see the light of successful
completion and the award of the degree of philosophy. Meanwhile,
his first collection of poems was published and in no time, received
an overwhelming response from the readers across the nation as
well as the world. I also received a copy of Songs of Soul and Soil.
Having read through it, I felt an entire world of rural life of North
Maharashtra, come alive in front of my eyes and mind. As I delved
deeper into the reading of the variety of poems, I was fascinated by
the beauty of its creative world and the pictures drawn in the poems,
through the use of language in a peculiar manner. I, over a period
of time, continued to drift towards the fascinating world of poems
and decided that I must, at some point of time, be closely associated
with this phenomenon and take this up as a project in terms of
critically appreciating and criticising it.

I shall remain thankful ever to those unknown and unexplored
mysterious stars, who have guided my fortune towards the rarest of
the rare personalities such as those of Shri Patil. I must admit that
throughout my intensely difficult journey of earning the degree of
Ph.D., he has helped me sail through and anchor myself successfully
through my thick and thin. As a concerned and caring father would,
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in times of his child going through a period of crisis and finding
himself surrounded by difficulties, attempts to pull out the child and
reassures him of safe conditions, similarly, Dr. Patil took every care
to not let me slip into the mode of nothingness and lazy habits. He
would continue to poke my creative abilities and encourage me to
believe in myself. Thus, in a manner of expressing my heartfelt
gratitude towards my guruji, I had aimed to pick up the assignment
of dedicating a critical appreciation of Songs of Soul and Soil to
him, once I was to finish my degree. To my surprise, much before it
could turn into reality, Dr. Patil expressed his wish of writing a critical
appreciation of his collection of poems by me. This would be his
guru-dakshina. It was a strange but nevertheless, a happy coincidence
of thoughts. I felt obliged and immediately set out to my task. Thus,
this book, which appreciates and criticises the maiden collection of
poems by Dr. Patil, is in the form of a heartfelt dedication to my
guide and the second father-figure to me.

While reading through the poems of the collection, one wonders
at the brilliant yet simplistic rendering of the themes closely associated
with the common men, rural lives, human nature, relationship of
man with the larger world and the environment. The beautiful
amalgamation of varied themes into one single voluminous collection
reflects a great deal of the sensitive nature of the poet. It is understood
that often it is the ideology of an author or a poet that largely reflects
in his/her literary work. In order to understand the ideology of the
poet at work through the poems, it became necessary to gain
information regarding his personal life and its background. A brief
informal conversation with Dr. Patil at his residence led me to uncover
the ideology and its shaping through the personality of the poet.
It helped me to gather the basic facts of his life that have shaped
him into the kind of person that he has been.

Dr. Patil hails from a village in North Maharashtra, which is
unique in itself. The village is called Pimpri Budruk. Located in
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Erandol Taluka in Jalgaon district of Maharashtra, it comes under
Nashik Division. As described by him, the entire village has remained
under a strong influence of the saint Kabir and his philosophical
beliefs. Among the presence of numerous temples and mosques,
Kabir Matha has its distinct identity. Almost every inhabitant of this
village including the young children believe in Kabir’s philosophies.
Thus, it could be felt that the village does not believes in nor practices
any religious superstition. It follows the principles of equality and
the poet at the present age of 63, could not remember a single
instance of any discriminatory behaviour towards anyone in his
village since his childhood memories. The practice of dowry, which
has been in existence elsewhere, despite rules abolishing it, is not
practiced here. Therefore, there have been no cases of violence in
this regard. In the public functions at Pimpri Budruk, women are
made to sit along the men, unlike in other places. There is no
discrimination practiced in cases of the offering of marriage feasts to
people belonging to various sects, castes and social statuses.
Normally, one would find that leftovers of the feast gets distributed
among the poor and marginalised people of the village.

The case is different for Pimpri Budruk. Ideological debates
are held regularly at the Matha; which witnesses the presence of
religious saints across the nation as well as the world. These saints
are equipped with documentary evidences as proofs of their
arguments and reasons. The oratory skills and reasoning abilities of
these saints definitely leave an indelible impression upon its
audiences. Such an atmosphere encourages rational thoughts and
attitudes.

During the childhood of the poet, his grandparents used to
narrate variety of stories to him, that influenced him to a great extent.
He would often visit Kabir Matha and would listen to the saint’s
teachings. Thus, an attitude of rationality and an approach to criticise
the superstitions developed, as he grew up. At Kabir Mandir, a saint
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used to teach him the languages of English and Sanskrit. By the
time he was in his eighth standard, he had gained a good command
over the languages including his mother tongue, Marathi. He
belonged to a family of farmers. In those days, there were hardly
any means of entertainment at homes. In the absence of radio,
television or any mobile phone as of today, the only activity that the
children of those days could engage themselves into was the reading
of whatever books were available to them. The young boys were
not allowed to go to nearby towns to watch Bollywood movies in
theatres. If ever they stealthily sneaked out in the group, they would
receive a good physical beating by their elders, once they were back
home.

Dr. Patil, on his part, would engage himself into reading and
developing the knowledge of the languages he had learnt. This
voracious habit of reading received further impetus after meeting
Dr. Sonar, his soon to-be Ph.D. guide and a lifelong influence upon
Dr. Patil. The poet had grown up without the love of his mother
since she had died in the process of childbirth after giving birth to
him. Being a motherless child, the poet attracted the attention and
love of almost everyone in his village and grew up with the notions
of secular love and care. This aspect also developed his non-
discriminatory attitude towards everyone irrespective of religions,
language, caste, culture, class, etc. Thus, the upbringing of the poet
in such liberal, secular and rational atmosphere was bound to mould
his personality and character into a free-spirited person, who believes
in the principles of equality and fraternity. It is this streak of rationality
and free spirit that pervades across the length and breadth of the
poems in the collection Songs of Soul and Soil. The biographical
influences upon the poet justify the outlook developed in the variety
of songs.
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India has been known as the land of strong and powerful
women throughout the course of history. These have not only
challenged the adverse existing social systems but have also remained
instrumental in bringing about positive and welcome changes of
social relief for other women. To name a few of these would include
the likes of Savitribai Phule, the first teacher who encouraged the
education for women in India; Rani Lakshmibai of Jhansi, who
braved the British troops single-handedly as a widow during the
Revolt of 1857; Gargi and Maitreyi, who represented the intellectual
and oratory-skilled women of the Vedic age; Indira Gandhi, who
assumed the political control of India as its first woman prime minister
and the list continues to be exhaustive with each succeeding century
till date.

Despite the presence of few nameable remarkable women
personalities in the Indian history, the rest of the lot has continued
to suffer immensely in the name of social conventions and patriarchy.

CHAPTER ONE

Portrayal of Indian Women in
Songs of Soul and Soil

‘Beneath every strong; independent woman lies a broken little girl
who had to learn how to get back and to never depend on any one.’

(Mandy Hale)

‘Strong women do not play victim, do not make themselves look
pitiful and do not point fingers. They stand and they deal.’
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Songs of Soul and Soil, while devoting a qualitative as well as a
quantitative literary space to the depiction and analysis of the status
of Indian women has achieved a balance by portraying the innate
goodness within the woman and the simultaneous inherent weakness
that exposes them to the lurking social dangers around them.
Dr. Patil has devoted almost about fifteen to twenty poems that
throws light upon the complex situation of Indian women, who
remain socially trapped. These poems have beautifully captured the
juxtaposed images of these women, who are either glorified in vivid
terms for sacrificing their own selves to serve other members in society
or they come across as fallen from the state of grace, with their
overambitious drives and inner urges. Thus, the Songs present the
readers with an array of the glorifying images as well as the critical
situations in Indian women’s lives that leave them helpless and thus
subjected to the societal pressures. In their various avataars, ranging
from young innocent girls to married women to mothers to
grandmothers and old nannies, Dr. Patil has put forth the images of
these women as we see them around us in our everyday lives.

Mothers

Mother Earth n our own Mother
One gives food, other birth giver

Both are basis and nothing fake
No bad business of a give n take

Both are fond of sowing n loving
Both teach the world art of living

Never expect returns of sons
Nurse n nurture like the nuns

Both bear the burden of humanity
But we sway n swagger in vanity

With the burdens both mothers shine
Earth forever, mother for months nine

In any calamity they never bow
Seeds of love and pride ever sow
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A tolerance is their great virtue
Each n everyone should pursue

Whatever they do, do selflessly
But we do treat them carelessly

When they are angry, they tremble
Our lovely lives suddenly crumble

Wombs of both are wide n vast
All we get shelter there at last!
I am obliged by both of them
They gave the name n fame!

The women in the natural role of the mothers have been
compared to the Mother earth, i.e., the Nature in the Poem Mothers.
In this poem, the bountiful nature of mother earth has been likened
to one’s mother, who prepares food for us and feed us. The poem
highlights the significant roles of both these mothers. He points out
that without both these mothers, one’s sustenance would be difficult.
The nature of both is such that they give away their love and care in
the form of sowing, nursing, feeding, teaching and take constant
care of her sons (children). These act like nuns for they do not expect
anything from their children ever. Selflessly, they continue to serve
their children and fulfil their needs.

Both are fond of sowing and loving
Both teach the world art of living.

To fulfil their responsibilities, they bear the burden of humanity
and remain tolerant to almost everything that comes their way.
Through the struggles and burden of their responsibilities, their true
worth as ‘Mothers’ shine out. In this case, a mother struggles
physically for nine months period carrying a child in her womb,
while the mother earth has to carry the burden of humanity forever.
The Poem Mothers does not limit itself in glorifying the sacrificing
selfless nature of mothers, rather it does display the fearless qualities
of mothers, when they become angry in case of certain provocations
against their natural natures as mothers. In such instances, their anger
exceeds their degree of love towards their sons and humanity in
general.
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When they are angry, they tremble,
Our lovely lives suddenly crumble.

Their anger can bring upon us our self-destruction. Mothers
exposes the extreme nature in the behaviour of mothers who, if are
capable of endless love and care towards their children, can also be
extremely angry, if the children failed to respond to their love and
care. One section of the poem also highlights upon the careless
attitude of the children towards their mothers. The poet laments the
fact that the humanity has been taking the favours of the mother for
granted. The poet seems to pose the question of reciprocation of
love and respect from the humanity to the mothers as well as the
mother earth. It is the nature of a mother to love unconditionally
her child and fulfil his needs in the best possible manner but the
problem arises when her children fail to appreciate her efforts and
take her acts for granted. The poet has raised a significant issue
through the poem Mothers. Do they not deserve respect and
recognition from the humanity?

Mother India

I solemnly salute you, Mother India!
But yet I don’t bear any xenophobia
Once you released the golden smoke
But the gold was sold by some bloke

I cannot believe forefathers were brave
You were looted by who lived in a cave

Now, you are ridden by dire diseases
Your wealth everyone madly misuses
Roaring Rajputs and Maratha might
Soaring Sikhs n Brahmin foresight
Grieving Gurjars n gruelling Gurkhas
Oh! Beautiful faces in Black burkhas

Outstanding Orissans n brilliant Bengalis
O! Zealot Jats n good-hearted Gadhwalis

Highlander Himachalis n craftsmen Kashmiris
Mild, mirthful Malayalese n blooming Biharis
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Daring Dravidians n gleeful Goans
Why some brothers sing sorry tones?

Buddhist brotherhood n mobile Muslims
Christians crying n braving own themes

Yuppie Yadavs making a hilarious history
The seven sisters have been, yet a mystery

Your rich sons make on Forbes list
But are busy with the five-star feast

The Arabian sea n Bengal bay stand guards
The Himalayas n Hindi ocean in your yards

Your scientist sons soaring to the sky
Farmers n workers in the dry soil die

Yet, today rascals insult you and loot
They will be rewarded what they suit

Young Sons are promising n Incredible
But Super Sons in power aren’t reliable

Mother! I believe in your burning blood
For your security commoners will flood!

The image of a mother as glorified has been ascended to a
higher level of the nation as the mother of its citizens in the poem
Mother India. India, as a nation, had been painted as feminine and
motherly country by the patriots during the times of the struggle for
its independence. The reference to ‘the Golden smoke’ and the ‘gold
…. Sold by some bloke’ point towards the colonisation of the Indian
subcontinent by the imperial British colonial powers for mercenary
benefits. Indian history has witnessed the continued stages of
invasions at the hands of foreign invaders, who, across the centuries
have continued to rob the ‘Mother India’ of her glory and charm.
The riches of the country have been looted innumerable times. The
poet has made several references to the various communities of
India that contributes to the rich diversity of people throughout the
country. Each community has been attributed an apt adjective. For
instance, if Rajputs ‘roar’, Marathas are endowed with ‘might’, Sikh
community ‘soars too high’ while the Brahmins are ‘blessed with a
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super foresight’. Similarly, the Gurjars are ‘ever grieving’ and the
Gurkhas are ‘gruelling’. The people of Orissa have been termed as
‘outstanding’ while the Bengalis have been remarked as ‘brilliant’.
If the Kashmiris are the ‘craftsmen’, the Himachalis have been called
‘highlanders.’ At the same time, the Goans are ‘gleeful’ and the
Dravidians (South-Indians) remain the ‘darling’. The Seven Sisters
(Reference to the North- East) have been called a ‘mystery’ since it
remains unconnected with the rest of India and the Yadavs of far
east India have been hailed as the ‘makers of hilarious history’.
Indians have also been identified in terms of their religion ranging
from the Muslims, Christians, Sikhs, Parsis to Buddhists.

In the poem, the Mother India remains a witness to the extreme
discrimination in the treatment of her sons. While on one hand, the
selected few wealthy make it to the Forbes’ list of the wealthiest
people around the globe, on the other hand, there are the farmers,
who work endlessly throughout their lives to feed the nation and in
the process, they die, unrecognised and unadmired. The poem
reflects the extreme situations of the sons that went wrong with the
unlimited power in their hands as well as those who work diligently
such as the scientists whose achievements ‘Soars to the Sky’. The
term ‘Today’s rascals’ could be a reference to the present generation
of the corrupt men whose only aim is to grab the power and loot the
riches of the country. The poem ends on a hopeful note that despite
this loot, it is the common people who would save the country from
her enemies in times of conflicts. The poet pins his hopes upon the
power of common man.

Woman

O Woman! The head of the caravan
Sita of Rama n Savitri of Satyawan!

You are the Adishakti n the holy goddess
Being so beautiful, why do men grimace?

You are the mother, sister, wife and origin
Being in your company, why is it the sin?

All the gods are married, have many wives
Why some men sans you, spend their lives?
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‘Keep away from woman’, an idea of a fool
Without you, burden of life one cannot pull

Anti-woman campaign is run by misogynists
But don’t worry, up in arms are the feminists

You are respected by sincere and good men
Those who hate you, they dream of women!

For ages, you have been caring us men
Commanding respect of the wise men.

 In the Poem Woman, Dr. Patil has referred to the woman as
the ‘head of the caravan’. It could be a reference to the caravan of
the life, i.e., the creator and the nurturer within the family. She
assumes the avatar of Adishakti, the holy goddess at one time and
at another, she becomes Sita, the wife of Rama and Savitri, the
virtuous wife of Satyawan. Both men represent the mythological
heroes. These are the glorified images of women created through
the myths.

 The Poem focuses upon the misogynistic attitude of the world
towards the women while the poet himself conversely proves
significantly in the course of the poem the worthiness of women
that deserves respects at all levels. He argues that if gods have married
so many women, i.e., the goddesses, then why is it that some men
consider the company of women to be a sin? He depicts that it is the
woman, who remains at the centre of every man’s life in various
forms such as his mother, who gave birth to him; his sister, who
grew up with him; his wife, as his companion of lifetime and the
birth giver of his children. Keeping away from the woman has been
likened to an idea of a fool by the poet. Without the presence of
women, the burden of the life cannot be pulled easily.

 The poet heaves a sigh of relief at the presence of the feminists
in the world, who demand the attention of the people towards the
basic concerns of one gender, i.e., the woman. Among the
misogynists and the staunch followers of the patriarchal system, the
presence of feminists comes across as comfort. A woman is respected
by ‘the good and sincere men’ who understand her as a fellow human
being and remain concerned for her, unlike those, who, though
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continue to hate women in public life, but they dream of her in their
private spaces. In one way, Dr. Patil has exposed the hypocrisy of
some men, who outwardly express their disgust towards women
but in reality, long for her, desire for her and remain desperate to
possess her in private space.

The poem Woman sums up the ideology of the poet with respect
to women in general. The status of gender of one half of the world,
i.e., woman has been put forth in the poem in a positive manner.
He has acknowledged the contribution of women in the sustenance
of the world. In her absence, man and his world would lose their
meanings and identities. The poet has neither criticised the status of
women nor glorified her. The Poem presents itself as an attack on
those who fail to appreciate the role of woman to sustain the world.
The misogynistic attitude towards women has been challenged in a
sarcastic manner while those men have been termed as wise, who
have given respect to them for the latter’s caring attitude.

A Working Woman

A Working woman a warrior woman
An outstanding, bold n not common

Working as a part-time teacher did her Ph. D
Sans an affection n umbrage of mom n daddy

Bright books n publications to her name
Her academic career no one could tame
She kindly keeps herself n never gives in
A jealousy started in the colleagues mean

Neither political nor any women’s lib support
With the principles n virtues keeps her rapport

She’s the only one Man on the staff
Others only narrow-minded n dwarf

The principal n his cronies torture
But, for her rights she is cocksure

Many try to assassinate her character
But nonsense never enters her sector
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Always she plays plain n one by twenty
Admired n appreciated by people plenty

‘The truth wins’, she became the principal
Hurrah! Her each rival became her pet pal.

 A Working Woman depicts a picture of a woman, who has to
struggle as a woman in the world dominated by men. The Poem
becomes a saga of the glorification of the ‘moral values’ upkept by
the ‘woman’ who is confronted with various concerns, both personal
as well as social. The poem that ends on a note of happiness, narrates
the story of a working woman in an academic world. In the opening
statement, the poet has referred to this woman as ‘a warrior’, which
sets the background for the readers. Being compared to a warrior,
who has to valiantly face the battle, unannounced most of the times,
the circumstances faced by this working woman remains more or
less a mental battle of stress and fortitude. Surrounded amidst all
male staff members in the academic institution, she finds herself
facing various difficult situations. Most of the male faculty members
attempt to tarnish her image by assassinating her character for being
the only woman in the staff to survive among men.

The working woman braves all such attempts by remaining
steadfast in her work and ignoring the rumours spreaded about her
by her narrow-minded colleagues, who have been turned into
‘dwarfs’ by the poet. In the poem, the woman has been called ‘bold’,
someone who is ‘not common’. The higher authorities also attempt
to torture her in terms of discriminatory attitude towards her. ‘But
for her rights she is cocksure’, i.e., she does not become someone
who would give up her in the face of torture or harassment. She is
educated, familiar with her rights and the academic laws. Therefore,
she does not present herself in the position of a victim rather she
challenges the system from within. A Working Woman presents a
picture of woman, who depends solely on her own abilities rather
than asking for assistance from others.

There is only one constant engagement of this working woman,
i.e., to focus on her goal. Busying herself in completing the academic
research project and adding books, one after the another, to her
name, the working woman sets herself towards achieving certain
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goals in her life. The persona of the working woman has been
compared with those of the male members in the staff, only to
highlight the positive and bright feature of the personality and the
character of the woman. Being an orphan, without any affection in
her life, she directs her entire attention only on the career goals. A
virtuous and staunched principled woman, she remains aloof from
any of the political affiliations or any support from any woman’s
liberation organisation. Her only companions are her virtues of
sincerity, honesty, loyalty and steadfastness towards her work.
Though she suffers in her personal life (lack of familial affection) as
well as her public life (becomes a target of ridicule at her work place)
she continues to be honest and sincere. It is this sincerity and
straightforwardness that fetches her rewards of becoming the
‘Principal’ of her institution towards the end of the poem.

 The last two lines in the poem suggest the belief of the poet in
the triumph of truth over falsity and a moral justice being delivered
to the working woman in the form of her appraisal to the post of the
principal. The expression of “Hurrah! in the end of the poem indicates
a shared feeling of joy and satisfaction for the justice delivered to
the working woman. Also, her jealous colleagues now venerate her
and it is her generosity of heart that forgetting the moments of rivalry,
she coordinates with them and in the process, they become her ‘Pet
pal’.

The Working Woman remains a poem of glorification of certain
moral qualities attributed to the persona of a woman. The poet has
emphasised more upon the strength of her will-power and her other
mental abilities to face any untoward circumstance in her life.
However, the poem suffers from the idea of a generalised picture
created around a working-woman. The woman under the focus in
the poem, remains a general idea related to the individual identity,
if any. Secondly, the idea of the working woman has been depicted
in terms of demanding sympathy, i.e., she has been portrayed as a
constant victim of her circumstances, but hardly does she ever
succumb to them. She remains strong. Nothing more of her personal
life has been brought forth in the poem except the loss of her parents.
Her marriage or any other aspect of her social life has not been
focussed.


